Reliability, Service, Value ... for Life

WHALE ENTERPRISE
A versatile and extensive range to keep the city clean

WHALE ENTERPRISE PVT LTD.

“

Continuous investment in product innovation, process
development, and most importantly, people, has proved
instrumental in the company’s on-going success.

“

Whale Enterprise PVT Ltd is located in the state of Tamilnadu,
India. The company has a head office and a manufacturing facility
totalling to 20,000 sq. ft located in the city of Coimbatore.
Whale Enterprise PVT has 100 people currently working, employing
a wide range of relevant skills including sales, production, design
and development and quality engineers.
Whale Enterprise PVT is a subsidiary of Whale Tankers Ltd, a
company established in the UK in 1969 with a turnover now in
excess of 320 Crore INR (32 million GBP) and specializes in the
waste and cleaning industries.
Whale Enterprise PVT is supported by Whale Tankers in the UK,
with its significant engineering and technical resources. Quality is
the word that best characterizes both companies, with particular
importance on customer focus and operating fully 9001 : 2015
with certification issued from TUV, EUROPE which fully explains its
Quality Standards.
Whale Enterprise manufacture a wide range of products and
vehicle types and provide many other services. Our vehicles include
the KaiserWhale, SuperSucker, StockWhale Sweeper, CombiWhale
SuckerWhale, Whale LiteJet and Whale Grabs. We also have a
comprehensive parts and a service support operation, to ensure the
maximum efficiency from your vehicles at all times.
One of Whale’s primary objectives is to maximise operating
performance by keeping downtime to an absolute minimum,
leading to significantly reduced whole life costs. This is achieved by
ensuring we can provide service support across all Indian
states. Whale also stock an extensive range of
appropriate parts.

WHALE IN THE UK

“

“

Through continuous improvement the company
remains committed to producing products engineered
to meet specific customer needs with a strong
commitment to on-going service support

Whale Tankers is a world leading British manufacturer of waste
tankers and jetting equipment for both the municipality and private
contractor market place. With nearly 50 years experience Whale
produces one of the widest ranges of equipment for its industry,
and its main objective to offer Reliability, Service, Value… for Life
for products and services has not changed.
Continuous investment in product innovation, process
development, and most importantly, people, has proved
instrumental in the company’s on-going success.
This ethos has been transferred to Whale Enterprise PVT where it
not only manufactures tankers and jetting equipment, but uses its
engineering and technical design skills, such as computational fluid
dynamics, in the validation of new product innovation whilst also
ensuring the continued development of its existing products,
ensuring that operating performance is optimised whilst
maintaining the highest safety standards.
Whale Enterprise PVT significantly benefits from the support
provided by the 20 strong engineering department at Whale
Tankers Ltd who operate the latest state of the art 3D CAD and
CAM systems. The UK technical department also has dedicated
sections that cover disciplines that include electronics,
homologation and research & development.
Through continuous improvement the company remains committed
to producing products engineered to meet specific customer needs
with a strong commitment to on-going service support. Whale have
developed a number of long term relationships with European
suppliers of parts so are able to offer many of these from stock
whilst also being able to offer a technical support assistance.

WHALECARE

Whale Enterprise offers its customers a variety of Service Support packages from Annual
Maintenance Contracts to Operation and Maintenance Support.
The customer can decide which package is appropriate to their business needs. Whale Enterprise
has a dedicated Operation and Service team, fully trained, with vast industry experience.

Coimbatore , Tamilnadu

By deciding to take an Annual Maintenance Contract with Whale Enterprise the customer is
assured of zero downtime, hence 100% operational efficiency.
Whale Enterprise also offers support to other manufacturers vehicles.

TRAINING
Central to Whale’s success is not only the training of its staff but also the provision of structured
training for its product. This meets the changing needs of today’s Indian water and sewage
infrastructures. The company is also respected for its onsite commissioning of all new products.

SUPPORT

QUALITY

One of Whale’s primary objectives is to maximise operating performance by keeping downtime
to an absolute minimum, leading to significantly reduced whole life costs. This is achieved by a
service and parts operation that is the envy of the industry. In addition to extensive parts stock
and availability, Whale offers routine and preventative maintenance packages.

Whale Enterprise cares about quality across all aspects of its business. Indeed it is a word that
characterises the company. Whale complies to ISO 9001 : 2015 accredited by TUV, Europe and all
Whale products fully comply with all relevant legislation and regulations. It also has the benefit
from being supported by its UK parent company Whale Tankers the largest manufacturer of
vacuum tankers and jetting equipment in Europe.

Whale Enterprise manufacture a wide range of products and vehicle types and provide many
other services. For a copy of any of the following brochures or for further information, either call
on: +91 95009 45511. Email us at: sales@whaleenterprise.in, or visit our website at:
www.whaleenterprise.in
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STOCKING A VARIETY OF PARTS
FROM A RANGE OF COMPANIES
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